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The Battlefield of Cultural Production: 
Chinese Literary Mobilization 
during the War Years
Charles A. Laughlin
The entrenchment of the publishing industry and the 
emergence of the wentan [literary arena] throughout the 1920s 
in China made it possible for many intellectuals to become 
literary professionals. Aspiring writers congregated in major 
publishing centers and now responded to a broadening market 
as well as the special conditions of the modern Chinese literary 
field. Since the days of the May Fourth movement (beginning in 
1919), the association of new literature with progressive social 
forces in a period of constant strife and unending revolution 
made even the most worldly authors identify strongly with the 
peculiar ideals of the literary profession in modern China. At the 
same time, patterns of patronage, the stabilization of modern 
education, and moderate prosperity were creating a situation in 
which more could make a living writing. Thus writing was now 
more likely to be viewed as a career as well as a social mission.
In fact, the development of the literary market for writers of 
“new literature” through the early 1920s exacerbated the tension 
between writing as an economic career and writing as a vehicle 
for social transformation. Those who continued to identify most 
strongly with the latter ideal soon became painfully aware that 
the language and literature emerging from the May Fourth 
movement was as distant from the broad masses of the public 
as had been the classical tradition the movement had 
overthrown. Moreover, it seemed that the growing literary 
market, through its close connections with new institutions of 
higher learning, the limited dissemination of print media, and the 
commercial interests of publishers, had the effect of further 
stratifying cultural discourse along class lines. Thus one of the 
overriding concerns of those who wanted to continue to promote 
literature’s potential for social transformation was to transcend 
the boundaries that excluded the majority of the public from
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intervening in the cultural realm, either as consumers or 
producers.
On the other hand, modern Chinese history would not 
allow the literature industry to be shaped entirely by either the 
economics of the literary market or the autonomous laws of 
aesthetic development (if there be any). The pressure and 
distortions created by the labor movement and the rise of 
leftism, Japan’s menace throughout the 1930s, and the outbreak 
of war forced literary activity into unprecedented configurations. 
Both the methods and contents of literary production and writers' 
consciousness and identity changed; those processes led to a 
literary work style that would ultimately condition the literary 
institutions of the People's Republic of China.1
One cannot overemphasize the disruption to the publishing 
industry，to the creative process, to writers’ careers, and to the 
human geography of China brought about by the outbreak of 
war with Japan in the summer of 1937. The rapid collapse of 
Beijing, Shanghai, and Nanjing in the early months of the war 
virtually obliterated the social and economic landscape of the 
existing Chinese publishing industry and forced practically all 
writers to move into new situations.
Writers had to make decisions that tested the balances 
between personal considerations, professional goals and 
political commitment in a much starker manner than had been 
the case in Shanghai: should one go to the countryside, to other 
industrialized cities, or to the communist base areas? Or should 
one stay in Japanese-occupied areas? The government and 
many commercial enterprises were forced into the industrial 
cities of the interior, the Communists were pushed by both 
Nationalists and the Japanese into defensible mountain 
fastnesses between provinces, and many were stuck in 
occupied areas and battle zones. Literary production from 
authors in each of these situations both contributed greatly to 
the process of fleshing out each region’s distinctive human 
geography, and reflected the emergence of new relations of 
artistic production in the context of war.
1 I do not mean to imply that the current of development I 
highlight in this paper is the only or even the “main” one in modern 
Chinese literature; I mean only that it was the practical basis for literary 
organization in the People’s Republic after the war.
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Cultural work groups, service corps, interview teams, 
battlefield news stations and literary and artistic campaigns 
replaced, to a large extent, private composition and 
contemplation, literary journals, the publishing market and 
writers' associations. These were the new social structures in 
which Chinese literary practice and performing arts were 
engaged during the war against Japan.2
The genre of reportage or journalistic literature reveals 
much about this displacement of the literary market by literary 
organizations as the controlling force in many writers1 creative 
lives. Reportage was one of the predominant forms of literary 
practice during the war years, and most literary campaigns and 
other group projects were oriented toward the production of 
reportage. Moreover, fictional writing within journals in the Rear 
and in Communist base areas was often based on experiences 
first recorded as reportage in writing campaigns.3
In an effort to understand the cultural and subjective 
implications of literary practice in socialist China, I examine here 
the evolution of collective literary practice from the early 1930s 
to the early 1940s as the basis for the relations of literary 
production in the People’s Republic. This examination of one set 
of solutions to intellectuals’ obsession with overcoming class 
boundaries, while showing some of the practical drawbacks to 
collective literary mobilization, also emphasizes the conditions 
that facilitated the emergence of a new, non-individual literary 
subject.
Literary Mobilization in the 1930s
The earliest model for literary mobilization in China was 
provided by the League of Left-Wing Writers in the early 1930s, 
leftist writers, artists, and critics adopted the methods of the 
international proletarian literary movement to try to bridge the 
gap between writers and industrial workers (Wong 1991; Ma and
2 Occupied Beijing and Shanghai were an exception, as cultural 
production continued to function more or less within the same systems 
and networks (Gunn 1980).
3 Qiyue [July] (edited by Hu Feng), for example, published works 
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Zhang 1980). Despite the idea prevalent among writers and 
critics of the time that artists cannot transcend their class 
background,4 the proletarian literary movement held out the 
promise to “bourgeois” artists that they might become one with 
the laboring masses at the vanguard of social progress. This 
was supposed to be accomplished through volunteer teaching, 
investigation of and reporting on factory life and conditions, and 
even the training and coordination of workers in cultural activities 
and projects:
We call upon the entire membership of the “Left-Wing League” 
to go to the factories, the villages, the front lines, to the lower 
levels of society. There accumulate feelings that want to 
explode; there unfold inhuman, painful lives that crave revolution 
. . . How we take these emotions, these convergences of 
different lives and organize them into a progressive struggle for 
liberation is precisely the work of the worker-peasant-soldier 
proletarian literary movement, work that we should begin 
decisively. This is not any ordinary communications work, but 
rather a broad-based educational movement to organize the 
lives of workers, peasants and soldiers, to elevate their cultural 
level and political education. From the midst of intense class 
struggle, from militant strikes and smoldering village struggles 
through community night schools, factory newsletters, wall 
newspapers, through all kinds of agitational propaganda work, 
let us create our reportage! Only thus can our literature be 
liberated from the hands of the privileged few and truly become 
the property of the masses. Only thus can we make the literary 
movement develop closely together with revolutionary struggle, 
and only thus will the lives of our authors undergo a true 
transformation, and the content of our works will be filled with the 
proletarian consciousness of struggle.5
4 This view is generally identified with Ye Shengtao and 
especially Mao Dun in the context of both his late 1920s debate with 
the Sun Society on revolutionary literature, and the later debate on 
mass literature (1933) in which Qu Qiubai takes the opposing position.
5 Wenhua douzheng 1.1, August 15, 1930 (Ma and Zhang 1980). 
The word “reportage” appears in French in the original; all translations 
are mine.
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We have little evidence of success in these efforts (except 
perhaps in literacy and basic skills education), but from the point 
of view of organizing intellectuals, the League left its imprint on 
succeeding generations of writers in mainland China. The ideas 
and goals of literary activity expressed here are substantially the 
same as later，more famous documents such as Mao’s “Talks at 
the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art.” The interpenetration of 
the organizational structure with the writer’s creative efforts 
(directed writing assignments, the notion of League activities 
being directed at specified goals, etc.) was to become the norm 
in the writing profession in the People's Republic. Especially 
important is the explicit link made in this 1930 League resolution 
between the methods of literary intervention and the 
transformation of authors’ consciousnesses. It was hoped that 
this connection would increasingly reflect the “proletarian 
consciousness of struggle." This ideal would continue to be the 
primary justification of organized literary activities for decades to 
come.
The Shanghai Incident and its Reportage (Qian 1932) and 
One Day in China (Mao 1936; Cochran, Hsieh and Cochran 
1983) are two prominent works whose conception was 
influenced by the aesthetic and social goals of the proletarian 
literary movement. The Shanghai Incident is a collection of 
reports on the bombing of the Zhabei district in Shanghai by the 閘北
Japanese on January 28, 1932. Its editor, Qian Xingcun (Ah 錢杏邻阿英
Ying), made it clear in his preface that the work was to be read 
as an experiment in the form of reportage, a genre whose very 
name connoted proletarian literature. However, Qian insightfully 
extended its purview beyond the working class to the collective 
consciousness of the nation:
Regardless of their social class, except for those who directly 
serve imperialism, all writers took part in this battle [of resistance 
against Japan], engaging in both organizational and writing 
activities. Of the latter, the greater portion took the form of news 
reports resembling the form of Reportage. Using this form, so 
well suited to the narration of the episodes of this incident, 
writers communicated the facts about every aspect of the 
January 28th Incident's aftermath. Among these short works of 
theirs are reflections of the progress of the war, panoramas of 
several major battles, conditions within the line of fire, civilian
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activities in the rear, sketches of rescue and relief, as well as all 
kinds of other events.. . .
Generally speaking, there are two ideas behind the editing 
of this book; the first is to commemorate this great event, so that 
young readers will be able to understand all the various activities 
throughout the course of the Incident more deeply than by 
skimming dry newspaper reports. The second is to make young 
readers able to understand the importance in our times of this 
Reportage form, and study it thoroughly. (Qian 1932: 3-4)
At least this is how Ah Ying conceived of his book. The 
process of its compilation did not resemble a proletarian 
campaign much at all: the contents of The Shanghai Incident 
were not written in response to a call for a collective project; 
rather, they were especially vivid news reports and articles 
written independently and then gathered by the editor from 
various newspapers and magazines. Several of the writers 
(almost all of them newspaper reporters), however, knew each 
other, and some traveled together to the site of the Japanese 
bombing in Zhabei, so there is a sense of a community of 
shared experience that comes through the collection as a whole. 
Ah Ying’s contribution was to bring the articles together under 
the assumption of a collective, national voice.
One Day in China is an anthology of hundreds of short 
pieces written by people from all walks of life about May 21, 
1936 (a date with no particular significance, according to the 
editors). The process by which the anthology was compiled 
more closely resembles the wartime campaigns 
discussed in the following section, for it involved 
such a variety of contributors; many of them were 
not professional—or，for that matter, even
amateur—writers. Although contributors were 
■ aware that they were to represent the collective
An advertisement for One
Day in China.
《中國的一日》廣告。
voice of China, their participation in the project was 
lim ited to responding to printed calls for 
contributions and to adhering to the guidelines; 
once contributors had submitted their piece, their 
1 involvement in the project was over.
On the editor's side, however, as we know 
from Mao Dun's preface, there was concerted
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attention to procedure, especially that pertaining to division of 
labor, structuring of the work, and establishing criteria for 
acceptance and rejection. There was very much a sense that 
existing editorial practices and criteria should be discarded and 
that the rules for a collective project should be unconventional 
and unprecedented. For example, after deciding to structure the 
book according to geographical categories, the editors felt that 
aesthetic criteria had to vary from one region to another to 
maintain some semblance of distributional equity. And while 
literary quality was the criterion for distinguishing among works 
of similar content, works of lower quality were also included 
when they reflected an aspect of life lacking in other 
contributions (Cochran, Hsieh and Cochran 1983: 270-76).
Moreover, these and other editorial principles were justified or 
explained in terms of the project’s economic constraints，and 
thus the impression is given that the final product was 
substantially shaped by the publisher (how many pages the 
book could be), the reader (what the price would be), and the 
market (how well it might sell).
These examples illustrate the state of coordinated literary 
activity in the 1930s before the outbreak of the War of 
Resistance against Japan. These projects were “collective” in 
the multiplicity of contributors and the editors’ efforts to forge 
them into a collective voice. One does find among the 
contributions to these works an emerging rhetoric and sense of 
identity that consciously departs from the private and personal 
worlds of, for example, sanwen and xiaopin wen essays from the 散文 小品文 
same period.
However，the character of these “collective” projects was 
very much determined by the commercial nature of the cultural 
field in Shanghai, Beijing and other publishing centers of the 
early 1930s: the process of creation was still largely a private 
one, the activities were coordinated through periodical 
publications, and the product circulated through the literary 
market. The market and the publishing industry played a 
decisive role in shaping both the modes of literary and editorial 
practice and the means by which writers were brought together 
into such projects. Thus, though these projects were conceived 
with reference to radical new methods for breaking down 1920s 
norms of literary discourse and embodying the collective voice of 
the nation, the projects were limited in their effectiveness
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precisely by the system of commercial literary production from 
which they emerged. With the outbreak of war, these commercial 
contexts could no longer influence literary activity so closely and 
decisively. Now, both the economics and daily practice of 
literature were to be determined differently.
War and the Mobilization of Literature
To understand the special character of organized literary 
activities after the outbreak of the war, one should first recognize 
that the war divided China into a number of different “worlds” or 
environments—to use the categories of the time: the Rear 
(dahoufang), the Communist base areas (geming genjudi), 
occupied areas (lunxian qu), and the front lines (qianxiart) or 
battle zones {zhandi). Though these areas can be defined 
geographically, they take on human significance primarily in the 
subjective connotations that surround them. Thus when one 
“inhabits” one of these areas，one partakes as well in its 
economic, cultural and experiential dimensions. The cultural and 
economic characteristics that distinguished these regions were 
already discernible in the early 1930s,6 but they were inhabited, 
experienced, and in turn elaborated in literature and other 
media. This work was done by writers who had come to each of 
these areas after having been forced by the war to move out of 
their traditional haunts. The ways in which literary campaigns 
and activities were carried out, and the ways they helped mold 
and alter writers1 consciousnesses, were very much determined 
by the different kinds of social space in these different regions.7
6 The base areas can be traced back to the days of the Jiangxi 
Soviet, the Long March, and the establishment of Yan'an; that which 
became the Rear already had a developed publishing industry, and 
military confrontations with the Japanese in the early 1930s set the 
stage subjectively for the occupied areas and battle zones.
7 I am adapting Henri Lefebvre’s idea of “social space” here， 
defined as a theory of space that bridges the gap between the space of 
the actual physical environment and abstract, mental space (as is 
constructed, for instance, in literary works) (Lefebvre 1991: 14-27). My 
conception of cultural space is closely connected with physical space, 
as long as the physical environment is understood to include the 
inscriptions of human activ ity and perception. The physical
方地線地 後據前戰 大根  
命 區  ¥
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This subjective discovery and creation of the sundered 
worlds of China at war went hand-in-hand with writers' 
development of a new relationship with themselves and with 
their art, community, terrain, nature, and nation. The familiar 
problems of social engagement and of bridging the gap between 
intellectuals and the masses were now, in part, being solved 
unexpectedly by the exigencies of war: active writers now often 
found themselves accompanying troops or otherwise undergoing 
experiences with common people that immediately became 
material for artistic work. Despite its horrors and atrocities, all- 
out war with Japan was something radicals had been 
demanding for years, and it had the salutary effect of practically 
(if only apparently and temporarily) eliminating class and political 
divisions that stood in the way of a common national literature.8
Unlike their counterparts in the occupied areas, writers 
sojourning in the Rear and the Communist base areas were 
undergo(_ng an fn(t(atf_on fnto day-to-day collective cultural 
production. Whether they were participating in service corps, 
acting as journalists, or engaging in special traveling literary 
campaigns, one experience common to most active writers 
during the war was life among soldiers. This was an experience 
in which writers' day-to-day activities and even their methods of 
creative work were strictly regimented by the military demands of 
the units to which the writers were attached.
One reason this experience of regimentation was so 
widespread and uniform was that cultural activities in the field 
almost invariably had to be coordinated by or through the 
military, both in and out of the Communist base areas. Often 
overlooked in discussions of this situation are the subjective 
effects of the disciplined schedule, the spartan clothing, the 
living quarters and implements, the simple, often inadequate 
food and other deprivations on writers who gradually acclimated 
themselves to these conditions. The effects of living in this way 
are demonstrated in reportage works o fthe  war period by 
identification with the surrounding physical terrain and spartan
environment provides dimensions and texture to the writer's 
imagination, and thus contributes both to the depiction of 
consciousness and the worlds created in literary form.
8 For an overview of all cultural activities during the war, see 
Hung (1994) and Gunn (1992).
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living environment, application of combat rhetoric and mental 
categories to all kinds of situations, and conspicuous shedding 
of individualist attitudes and interests; many writers seem to 
have completely recreated their senses of social relations and 
community.







The League of Left-Wing Writers had been unsuccessful in 
ironing out the divisiveness of the leftist cultural camp in the 
early 1930s. By 1936, after the death of Lu Xun, the League 
splintered into groups that attempted to replace the League; in 
turn, these groups eventually died out on their own. Moreover, 
the League’s experiments in proletarian culture were also 
handicapped by its entanglement in the status quo of the urban 
publishing industry; the League was not in a position to take 
charge of the conditions of literary production and consumption. 
But the war helped bring together most of the individual writers 
disenchanted by the leftist bickering into a cultural organization 
larger and more comprehensive than any that had ever before 
been seen in China: All China Writers’ and Artists’ Resistance 
Association (Zhonghua quanguo wenyijie kangdi xiehui, Wenxie 
for short). The organization was under the unofficial leadership 
of Lao She.
Established in 1938 in Hankou,9 then capital of China, 
Wenxie dominated literary activities in the Rear (the 
industrialized, highly populated parts of China not yet invaded by 
the Japanese, generally in the southwest). By this time it had 
become commonplace to articulate the writer’s role with a 
military conceit: in his editor's note on the inaugural issue of the 
wartime literary journal Wenyi zhendi [Literary battle line], Mao 
Dun speaks of writers "constructing battle lines, coordinating 
firepower, “observing enemy activities so as to launch a 
decisive attack/1 and "investigating spy activities in the rear in 
order to wipe them out, as well as tempering our weapons and 
carefully plotting strategies" as the major concerns of cultural 
mobilization during the war (Mao Dun 1938: 1). Because of the 
po litica lly unifying, class-fla tten ing aspects of the war
9 The headquarters moved to Chongqing some months later with 
the Nationalist government.
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experience, Wenxie attracted a far broader membership than the 
League of Left-Wing Writers had, and it seems to have been a 
more effective organization with more actual accomplishments: 
its activities were well attended, its causes were well funded and 
followed through, and importantly its literary journals came out 
steadily and with little interruption for ten years.
Maintaining contact between the battlefields, the 
Communist base areas, and the broad readership of the Rear 
was a high priority for Wenxie. This goal was in itia lly 
accomplished, for the most part, by writers1 independent 
excursions into the front lines. Going to the troops was the 
wartime equivalent of “going to the people” （this was as true of 
the Rear as the front lines and the Communist base areas), and 
this necessitated military-style control over writers1 day-to-day 
activities, food and shelter, movements, etc. This control was 
exercised in part by the military (several generals had been well 
disposed to the exploitation of cultural propaganda since the 
Northern Expedition, when Xie Bingying's Congjun riji [Army 
diary] helped popularize the Nationalist cause) but also by the 
param ilitary organizational efforts of the service corps 
themselves.
Traveling cultural service corps not only brought relief to 
troops, but also gave the performers, artists and writers who 
comprised the corps a taste of military life in the trenches, 
mountains, and airfields. The corps' actions as such required 
coordination, particularly when moving from one military unit to 
another. This was as true of base area campaigns as those 
setting out from cities in the Rear. But there were noticeable 
differences between the two groups, which were discernible in 
their writing. H/enxie's ill-fated Writers' Front-Line Interview 
Corps (Zuojia zhandi fangwentuan) led by Wang Lixi represents 
one extreme of cultural regimentation: a group of bookish urban 
intellectuals sent from the big city into the intolerable conditions 
of the war-torn countryside. On the other hand, Yan’an’s 
Northwest Front-Line Service Corps (Xibei Zhandi Fuwutuan), 
an amateur drama troupe，shows Ding Ling (the Corps’ leader) 
at the peak of her identification with Communist Party cultural 
policy and was made up of a group of lively, colorful young 
performers and writers (Alber 1982). The Northwest Service 
Corps* experience was not without its difficulties, but at least this 
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cultural activism much more successfully than the hesitant, 
painfully honest Wenxie group did. The experience of both 
groups shows the practical limitations of group cultural activities, 
but the experience also shows how habits of depicting 
consciousness were shifting toward an authoritative and 
putatively collective voice.







One of the best-documented examples of this kind of 
organized, collective activity originating from the Rear is 
Wenxie^ l,Front-Line Interview Corps'1 (Liao, Wen and Wang 
1984). Organizationally, the Corps was typical of “cultural work 
groups" (wenyi gongzuo tuan) which were becoming widespread 
by the second or third year of the war, especially in the 
Communist base areas. These groups would become a 
standard method of collective cultural organization within 
Communist cultural policy.
The Interview Corps was organized in the summer of 1938 
by a group of Wenxie members. It consisted of fourteen 
novelists, poets, playwrights, literary critics, theorists and 
academics—two women and twelve men. Their mission was to 
set out from the Association’s headquarters (then in Chongqing) 
on a journey that would ultimately take them to the northern front 
in Henan province, to engage in relief and propaganda activities, 
to interview officers, soldiers, and ordinary people along the way, 
and most importantly, to give a collective account of their 
experiences. The main literary product of the Interview Corps is 
the diary of “Bi Youji” （“The guerrilla pen”)，a collective work 
narrating the experience of the Corps over the first two months 
of its journey. “Women shisi ge” [“The fourteen of us”]，the diary 
of Bai Lang, one of the women in the group, also covers the 
entire expedition, and it is the best-known work to emerge from 
the project. All of the Corps* works were published in Wenxie^ 
flagship magazine, Kangzhart wenyi [Resistance literature], in 
late 1938 and early 1939.
The “Guerrilla Pen” diary is a telling manifestation of the 
gap between articulated goals of literary organization and its 
supposed social intervention on the one hand, and the at times 
painful predicament of the writer in wartime on the other. The 
members of the Corps were all well-educated, urban writers and
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intellectuals who enthusiastically threw themselves into an 
activity that was supposed to further the war effort on the cultural 
front and bring to these writers closer to the Chinese army and 
the countryside. The Corps was received at the end of each leg 
of the journey by a different military unit, which in turn would 
become the subject of the Corps' writings (thus the name 
“Interview Corps”). However，the feasting and sightseeing that 
punctuate each stop in the Corps’ travels give the reader an 
increasing impression of the group as being less of a service 
corps than a tour group.
The Corps’ enthusiasm，moreover, was seriously 
dampened by the first several weeks of its journey. Though the 
itinerary was carefully planned beforehand, the writers 
themselves were dismayed both by the physical rigors of long­
distance travel through the countryside and by the inclement 
weather's constant disruption of their schedule. Fatigue and 
illness got the better of many of the Corps’ members as they 
finally arrived at their preliminary destination, the eastern front in 
Shanxi province. Moreover, just when the members of the Corps 
seemed to begin to identify with the spiritual journey from the 
city to the front lines, the whole project was devastated by the 
sudden illness and death of the group’s leader, Wang Lixi. Some 
members of the Corps continued to write in individual efforts 
after recovering from this shock, but the Corps’ collective identity 
and original plan came to an end.
The Corps’ experience illustrates the difficulty of making 
the transition from the urban literary and intellectual culture of 
the 1930s to the battlefields and countryside of China during the 
War of Resistance. The Corps identified intellectually with the 
ideals of the project, but its members were not prepared for a 
culture of struggle and deprivation in the countryside; thus the 
consciousness expressed in their writings conveys identification 
neither with the soldiers and peasants they encountered nor with 
the landscapes they traversed. In other words, the Corps' 
members were still creatures of the city, whose literary approach 
to the countryside is determined by tradition and by urban social, 
cultural and economic practice. Thus they failed to make and 
articulate a meaningful connection with the new environments 
into which they traveled.
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The Northwest Front-Line Service Corps
As is well known, the Chinese Communist Party’s cultural 
efforts in its base areas during the war were integrated into a 
comprehensive program of training and indoctrination that 
sought to revolutionize the consciousnesses of intellectuals 
through classes, field internships, collective cultural campaigns 
involving the performing arts and grass-roots education, and 
writing.10 The development of base area literary culture was 
simultaneous to that of the Wenxie activities in the Rear. As 
early as August 19, 1937, the Northwestern Front-Line Service 
陝甘寧 Corps was established in the Shaan-Gan-Ning border area.
As Ding Ling tells it in her memoir of the Corps’ activities, 
一年 V/ n/an [One year], the formation of the Corps was almost a 
direct result of the Marco Polo Bridge incident, which started the 
毛澤東 War of Resistance against Japan in July of 1937. Mao Zedong 
had encouraged the students of the Resistance University in 
Yan’an to go out and participate in the war effort, so there was 
an early graduation and classes were canceled. The idea of the 
service corps occurred to members of the faculty of Resistance 
吳溪如 University, including Ding Ling and her friend Wu Xiru，as one 
way in which the student population who had not already left 
Yan’an could be mobilized (Alber 1982: 119-20). In addition to its 
main activity as a drama troupe, the Service Corps included a 
Correspondence Group charged with interviewing, photography 
and publication responsibilities.
In itself, responsibility over this group was considered a 
form of leadership training for the group’s leaders, Ding Ling and 
Wu Xiru (both women), but the Service Corps’ rank and file were 
all products of the base area educational system. Thus they 
were young, would-be intellectuals who came to Yan'an either in 
the Long March or during the months following the 
establishment of the Shaan-Gan-Ning base area. In addition to 
Ding Ling’s V7 n/an，the Service Corps also produced a collection
10 See, for example, a minute analysis of the use of the 
traditional festival yangge performances by the Communist Party in 
Holm (1991). The distinctive educational and training system of the 
Communist Party is outlined in Price (1976). The sociopolitical culture 
of Yan’an and the Shaan-Gan-Ning base area are thoroughly analyzed 
in Apter and Saich (1994), though with little attention to cultural 
activities.
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of reportage {Xixian shenghuo [Life on the western front]), a 
collection of stories and reportage from Ding Ling (Yi ke wei 
chutang de qiangdan [An unfired bullet]), volumes of plays, short 
stories and poems, all of which were published in a special 
series by Life Bookstore (Shenghuo shudian) in 1938.1
The Corps’ primary task, though, was putting on theatrical 
performances. Agnes Smedley describes these dramatic 
activities in some detail in China Fights Back; she admires how 
they combined traditional storytelling techniques with news 
reporting and political education (Alber 1982: 129). As Charles 
Alber points out, the experiences of this Service Corps were not 
without frustration and difficulty, but their work did not reach the 
point of failure and tragedy which characterized the work of 
Front-Line Interview Corps.
Indoctrination played a role here, guaranteeing the self­
censorship of the writers involved and the—at times artificial一 
idealization of the harsh, unpredictable environment. But another 
important factor was the writers' identification with both the 
remote and rugged environment and the trappings, behavior and 
consciousness of military life. These activists had already been 
made (or were still in the process of being made) members of a 
new, rural socialist order being created under the direction of 
Mao Zedong. Thus, to these writers and performers, the front 
lines and the countryside in between were extensions, 
topographically and spiritually, of their home base at Yan'an.
The Lu Xun Arts Academy was established on April 10, 
1938 for the purpose of training "artistic cadres." The training 
largely consisted of sending the groups into the countryside or to 
the front lines for internship (shixi). While no reportage was 
produced by the Academy during the first year of its existence 
(Liu et al. 1983), by 1940 some of the most noted reportage 
works of the time were coming out of the Academy's Front-Line 
Cultural Work Teams, for which Ding Ling’s group provided a 
model. For example, Chen Huangmei was a team leader when 
he journeyed to the headquarters of the Eight Route Army and 
Chen Geng’s unit in the Taihang mountains in the spring of 
1939, which is when he wrote his best-known reportage (Zhao 
1987: 302-304). Chen’s pieces on Chen Geng’s unit are an effort 
to affirm both the superiority of the Eighth Route army by telling


















stories of soldiers' difficult transformation from troublesome 
misfits into loyal and courageous warriors and the effectiveness 
of literacy and political education. Works by Chen Huangmei, 
Huang Gang, and others like them provide portraits of famous 
generals and other leaders that humanize the leaders by 
dwelling on some harmless flaw or flaunting their easy 
commingling with the rank and file.
Wenxie, though based in the Rear (first at Hankou then 
Chongqing), eventually also established branches in communist 
base areas including Shaan-Gan-Ning (with Ding Ling and 
Cheng Fangwu in charge) and Jin-Cha-Ji. Other groups that 
were actively organizing literary campaigns in the Shaan-Gan- 
Ning Area include the Front-Line Cultural Work Team of the 
Shaan-Gan-Ning Border Area Cultural Association (Shaan-Gan- 
Ning bianqu wenhua xiehui zhandi wenyi gongzuotuan) and the 
Cultural Work Team of Resistance University (Kang Ri junzheng 
daxue wenyi gongzuotuan).12
In their extolling of Party leaders and Communist military 
figures like Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, Zhu De, Peng Dehuai, 
Chen Geng and Lin Biao, and in their utopian idealization of the 
border area social order and the amiable, loose discipline of the 
Eighth Route Army, these writings belong to the Communist 
Party’s literature of assent13 and have generally 
not been taken as seriously by Western 
scholars as dissenting voices such as the later 
Ding Ling and Wang Shiwei have been. 
Nevertheless, the writings of these cultural 
work groups represent the aesthetics implied 
by base area cultural practice and the new 
forms of consciousness brought about by the 
groups' day-to-day experiences. Here, the 
"market" did not influence cultural production 
because the latter had been transformed from 
a commercial industry to a form of regimented 
social participation and education.The fourth issue of Wenyi tuyi.
《文藝突擊》 第4 期 。
文藝突擊 12MfeA7y/_ftyy7[Uterarysurpriseattack]，May25,1939.
13 I borrow this term from the “Introduction” to David Holm’s 
and Ideology in Revolutionary Cf^na. Holm uses it to counterbalance 
the overemphasis on dissent in modern Chinese cultural studies.
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Literary Mobilization and China's Socialist Culture
According to Ding Ling's Yi nian,
Each person received two yuan (dollars) per month over and 
above living expenses, a one-piece summer outfit and one of 
cotton for the winter. . . . Provisions included mostly m illet.. . .  
Each person was allotted 7 fen (cents) a day for various luxuries, 
like vegetables, oil, salt, soy sauce, firewood, etc. (Alber 1982: 
122)
The writer’s relation to his or her source of livelihood was 
now one of rationing. This fact disconnected the writer's income 
from his or her work, and thus the form and content of literary 
work was influenced by other aspects of the militarized social 
space. Even if the writers were receiving better treatment than 
the regular troops, being supported by rations and occasional 
gifts (weilao pin) from local people meant that writers1 livelihood 
no longer depended on the literary market; instead, they relied 
merely upon membership in the community and their status as 
writers and artists.
Beyond the economics of rationing and the strategic use of 
content and theme (which followed directly from military 
practice), the unique qualities of Yan’an culture also helped 
determine the legacy of wartime literary mobilization. First, a 
sense of artistic value that differed greatly from the norms of the 
prewar publishing industry was asserted by Mao Zedong in his 
“Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art” 
(McDougall 1980). The Talks, usually viewed as a declaration of 
the tight restrictions under which writers had to operate, can also 
be interpreted as a statement about the value of art based on 
the new social relations of the base areas. Value is derived from 
the mode of social practice; collective work done in conjunction 
with common people has greater value than “bourgeois 
individualist” art because collective work represents a broader, 
shared social experience. Moreover, within the Communist 
regime, works of assenting literature and art derive part of their 
worth from the political authority underlying them.
Second, literary activity often centered upon living and 
working among the rank and file or with peasants. This sharing
慰勞品
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of experience was in fact supposed to be a form of education for 
the writers and their audience; it was to be learning from the 
masses." Insofar as the peasants were local people and the 
soldiers were there to exert control over the border areas and to 
protect the fledgling new order, writers1 contact and identification 
with these groups signified the writers' immersion in the 
landscape of the base areas. This is one clear point of difference 
from the Interview Corps, which failed to establish a relationship 
with either the countryside or its people. Moreover, the base 
area cultural groups’ work also consisted of projecting the 
Yan’an vision onto this landscape, which is a concern that would 
stay with the Communist Party’s cultural institutions in the 
decades after 1949.
Finally, the Northwest Service Corps and other base area 
cultural work groups also reflect one of the salient features of 
Communist cultural policy during the war—the use of traditional 
popular forms. Ding Ling’s troupe, while influenced by Western 
ideas, modeled itself on traditions of popular theater and festival 
dancing that were at the center of the Communist Party’s cultural 
practice in the base areas.14
Apart from C. T. Hsia’s pioneering discussion of Chinese 
Communist literature (Hsia 1971: 469-95), studies of the socialist 
culture of China either treat the Soviet Union as its primary 
influence (Fokkema 1965; Wagner 1991) or base their 
conclusions almost entirely on statements of policy or orthodox 
literary criticism (Goldman 1967). These writers all but ignore the 
broad range of literary works themselves unless the works come 
into conflict with literary doctrine. The character of collective 
campaigns in the base areas and the front lines was largely 
determined by the Chinese experience of war and the military 
nature of the social space in which the literary campaigns were 
carried out; this character was not invented by the Chinese 
Communist Party or adopted wholesale from the Soviet Union. 
Many of the collective campaigns' assumptions about the 
creation and reception of art under these conditions went on to 
influence cultural life in the People's Republic, regardless of 
doctrine and outside influence.
The above observations indicate both that a close
14 David Holm has vividly demonstrated this in his study of the 
秧歌 Party’s appropriation of the yangge tradition <Holm 1991).
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relationship exists between the social (and physical) 
environment and the methods of cultural production, and that the 
urban literary industry to which we are accustomed cannot serve 
as a norm for literary production, for standards of artistic quality 
and value vary with the environment and relations of 
production.15 The paramilitary organization of cultural activity 
during the war may be the primary reason there is anything to 
read at all from this period, particularly because of writers’ 
dependence on rations in the absence of the publishing industry 
and the literary market.
The other side of the reining in of dissidence in Yan’an was 
the encouragement of approved modes of assent among the 
majority of writers. Collective organization implied mutual 
supervision and accustomed writers to habits of self-censorship 
that may have encouraged a whole generation of writers to 
cleave to safe formulas. Rather than measure the success of 
such works by standards derived from other cultural 
environments or blame their authors for conditions over which 
they had no control, we should read these works closely to 
ascertain the unique tensions driving Chinese socialist literature 
and what inspired its most sincere authors.
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